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MARCH
IDS plays every year; now, you
can get in on the fun! Add your
bracket to our group on the
ESPN website and see how
you compare with the top IDS
basketball fans.
Group: Friends of IDS, Inc.
One entry / person.
The first place finisher will
receive a $25 Amazon gift
card. The second and third
place winners will receive a
$10 gift card to Starbucks.

MADNESS

P

artners with IDS, Inc. for many years, Byte
Software offers products that solve complex
mortgage banking problems, yet are simple to
implement, use, and administrate. More than 1,500
clients trust the BytePro platform to enhance their
workflow and customer experience, and many of
them also use idsDoc for their doc prep solution.

idsDoc TIP

The Cabinet
T

he Cabinet is a feature within idsDoc that allows users to organize loan packages, view multiple recent
packages, and store packages for long periods of time. All
these features can be a great asset, increasing efficiency
and organization throughout the lending process.

Many idsDoc users don't realize how many solutions the
Cabinet provides. A few of the most utilized are noted to
the right. IDS Head of Operations David Clement recently
created a video on the IDS YouTube Channel providing a
more in-depth look at how to use all of the great features
the Cabinet offers.
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IDS White Paper // Integrated Doc Prep: The Key to Efficient Lending
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Organize your loan packages. Within the
Cabinet, many users choose to organize
their packages by loan officer or branch.

“They’re great to work with,” said Jason Hargis, IDS
Integrations Specialist. “They offer a lot of capability
to create and map custom fields to our system, so
users can really minimize duplicate inputs.”
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Store your packages longer. Packages
taken from the default Cabinet folder and
sorted can then be stored indefinetly.

In addition to the easily-mapped custom fields, the
streamlined interface between the BytePro LOS and
idsDoc makes viewing audits and ordering docs a
simpler process for users.

3

Monitor multiple packages. In the Cabinet, you can see and perform many of
the same functions available on the loan
status page, for multiple packages, as
well as control user access to the different packages.

“With idsDoc, we went beyond the textbook bidirectional data integration; and it’s a crowdpleaser,” added Mark Todd, National Sales Manager
for Byte Software. “Our approach integrates at the
disclosure event level in BytePro, and preserves
the integrity of our automated TRID monitoring – a
feature highly valued by our mutual clients.”
Learn more at bytesoftware.com.

ids blog

IDS, Inc., is now on Facebook!

Stay updated with all things IDS:
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